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Executive Summary: 
Overview of the Business
MyOS is a customer focused software as a service company specialise in operating system 
deployment and configuration.
 
Brief Description of the service
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MyOS is a service based company dedicated to provide our customer with virtual and physical 
machine configurations to meet their personal/business needs. MyOS offers two complementary 
services:
MyOS provides images of individually tailored Operating Systems which are preconfigured with 
the software and driver packages you select.
We also offer hosting services for VMs with these OS running on them.
 
Size of the Market Opportunity
Our market is a large and growing market. As software utilisation in business increases the 
associated costs of installing and maintaining software packages increases proportionally.
 
Marketing Strategy
We will be using a combination of advertisements on Sourceforge.net, github.com, 
distrowatch.com and utilizing Google Adwords. We will also offer free beta test and release 
trials to mebers of Sourceforge.net, github.com and distrowatch.com on launch of the service.
 
 
Unique Selling Position in the Marketplace. 
MyOS provides installations of Operating Systems, Programs and drivers all in one, which 
none of our competitors offer. MyOS provides physical copies of the preconfigured Operating 
Systems, Programs and drivers, which only a few of our competitors offer.
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Business Description:
MyOS is a service based company dedicated to provide our customer with virtual and physical 
machine configurations to meet their personal/business needs. MyOS offers two complementary 
services:
We provide images of individually tailored Operating Systems which are preconfigured with the 
software and driver packages you select.
We also offer hosting services for VMs with these OS running on them.
 
Our first service(MyOS2Go) has two methods of distribution. Costumers can chose to download 
a hosted image for self installation or we can ship images on a physical medium. This is aimed 
clients who need to roll out exactly the same system on multiple machines such as schools or 
small businesses.
 
For clients who require both custom installation and a cloud based hosting serverice MyOS 
provide the ideal solution in the form of our (MyCloud) service. This package provides the same 
configurability as our (MyOS2Go) service with the added benefit of a hosted dedicated server.
 
The purpose of our product is to provide organisations with multiple computers the ability to 
quickly and easily install all the necessary software they require across all their computers 
hassle free. Both of our services provide an integrated mechanism for managing the licensing of 
the software in the packages we provide.
These organisations could include: Schools, Colleges, any small business that use Computers 
and Software Developers.
 



Market Analysis:
The Business Opportunity
One IT problem faced by businesses of all sizes is deploying the same configuration to all 
their workstations. MyOS is an enterprise level deployment solution that is affordable to small 
businesses with the scalability to accommodate future growth. 
 
As software utilisation in business increases the associated costs of installing and maintaining 
software packages increases proportionally. As businesses increasingly become more 
technology reliant the need for a standardised deployment across all machines is in higher 
demand. Based on this we predict that the market will grow at a steady rate.
 
Target Customers:
Schools:

IT departments have limited resources but frequently oversee large volumes of PCs. 
student PCs have specific requirement: parental controls; educational software; etc... 
which must be installed on each PC.

Colleges:
Colleges frequently need to limit the privileges of users on machines to prevent abuse 
of these systems. Colleges need to have software installed on machines in specific labs. 
Engineering students will require software such as CAD programs but computer science 
students will need development kits.

Small Business:
Small businesses will have strict security policies which must be complied with across 
the network. They need to have standard firewall and antivirus configurations across all 
terminals connected to the network. Small businesses will often have a set of common 
applications required by all employees which needs to be preinstalled on all PCs such as 
Outlook or Skype.

Software Developers:
Software developers upgrade their hardware far more often than the average user. 
Being able to install a standard OS on any new machine could save a lot of time and 
allows developers to increase their productivity by ensuring they have all of the tools and 
environments required.

OEMs:
Original Equipment Manufactures commonly bundle branded software and drivers with 
the    hardware they provide. This functionality  requires the manual configuration of a 
custom images for each product which is both time consuming and costly.

  
The Problem we solve:
 
MyOS’s  (MyOS2Go) service provides a comprehensive solution to the needs of our target 
costumers. 

● (MyOS2Go) eliminates the time and money wasted on configuring multiple computers 
with the same software by providing a golden image that can be deployed automatically. 

● (MyOS2Go) reduces the knowledge/skills required to set up a new system by providing 
a one click solution. This allows new employees to begin work straight away.

● In the event of hardware failure a system (MyOS2Go) provides a mechanism to 
immediately redeploy.



● (MyCloud)Eliminates the need to purchase and maintain new equipment by providing a 
hosted service

● MyOS facilitate scalability
○ (MyCloud)’s hosting capacity automatically scales to meet the need of a growing 

business.
○ (MyOS2Go) allows integration of additional physical machines immediately into 

preexisting networks.
● With MyOS Organizations can brand all their machines With their trademark look and 

feel.
 
 
 
 
 
How can we make sure the Size of the Market is large enough to make a profit
I wouldn’t worry about this one
 
Do we have the resources to reach our market
 
To ensure we have enough computing resources to support our cloud hosted VM service we 
can utilise the Eucalyptus cloud-computing architecture to interface with Amazon’s EC2 service 
to supplement our own hardware resources. This will ensure that we always have sufficient 
resources to meet demand but will allow the gradual growth of our own hardware as needed.
 
If our customers are availing of our first option of delivery, i.e. hosted Virtual Machine on the 
internet, then it is very likely that they will be reachable.If our customers are availing of our 
second option then we need to make sure we can ship to their country.
 
 
 
What Share of the market do we believe we can capture?
Although there are companies who offer some of the services we provide, none of them do it 
as comprehensively or completely as we do. Customers don’t want to have to deal with several 
services when they can get all of their services from one source. As such we believe that many 
people would subscribe to our services over many of our competitors. I believe we can capture 
1% with hopes to grow to 15% in the first 3-5 years
 
 
Determine how much each customer segment is worth to our business in terms of revenue
Schools:
Schools represent a smaller share of our market as they tend to use less software than other 
organizations. We would expect them to use our (MyOS2Go) service more than our our 
(MyCloud) service.
Colleges:
Colleges would represent a larger share of our market. They tend to use more specialized 
setups on their machines as well as using different OSs. They also tend to have more 
computers per student than schools



Small Businesses:
Small businesses would represent our largest target market segment. There is a high demand 
to have a standardized OSs with strict security standards preconfigured. It is much easier for 
small companies to outsource this rather than having an IT department.We would see small 
buisnesses as the primary customer of our (MyCloud) service.
Software Developers:
Although software developers will not be a key target for us, we still believe they could make up 
a small share of the market. There is no service currently available at the consumer level that 
provides the functions we do.
OEMs:
OEMs would represent a large chunk of our revenue. A lot of companies like to brand their 
installs as well as ensuring standardization of software across multiple departments. While 
some OEMs would have an IT department to do this, it may be cheaper for them to outsource it.
We predict that OEMs would be the primary consumer of our (MyOS2Go) service
 
Where is the Market Going, Is it Growing or Shrinking?
Our target market is currently growing. A large number of small businesses are investing in 
automation of manual tasks and using software to achieve this goal. A lot of the business who 
have converted to automation of these tasks have done so in an ad hoc fashion and are seeking 
standardization across their network.
Schools and colleges also consist of ad hoc systems where new computers have been added 
with different configurations than existing ones. The need to have standardized software 
packages in classes/labs is ever growing.
Although there are fewer start-up business in these economic conditions a large portion are 
converting their software which provides a growing market
 
 
 
 
 
 



Possible Top 3 Competitors
 
Ninite 
Strengths:
can compete for people who just want programs.
Free.
easy configuration.
Weaknesses:
limited software on Linux.
Does not provide Operating Systems.
Does not ship Physical Copies of Software installations.
must be run on each machine.
 
Unetbootin 
Strengths:
Can only install Linux based OSs.
provides one click install
can install to usb.
 
Weaknesses:
installation to hard drives requires a preexisting operating system.
 
Clonezilla
Strengths:
Clonezilla/DD etc allow people to clone hard drives.
Can create compressed images.
Free.
 
Weaknesses: 
Can run slow compared to an install.
Deploying the image to multiple computers requires that each machine has exactly the same 
hardware.
 
 



Why Will Their Customers Buy Our Product?
● MyOS provides installations of Operating Systems, Programs and drivers all in one, 

which none of our competitors offer.
● MyOS provides physical copies of the preconfigured Operating Systems, Programs and 

drivers, which only a few of our competitors offer.
● MyOS slipstreams the installation process by ensuring that the latest updates/service 

packs/drivers are applied during image creation to insure the shortest setup time.
● MyOS offer cloud based hosting and scalable resources to meet the demand of growing 

businesses.
● MyOS encapsulate the expertise to manage lager scale deployment reducing the burden 

on IT departments.
● (MyOS2Go) provide one click installation functionality.
● (MyCloud) enables instant on scalability.

 
 
 
 
 



Operations Plan:
● service based business.
● two services preconfigure OS and hosted OS
● initial tasks:

○ development of OS image generation software.
○ development of software packaging tools.
○ development of software versioning tool.
○ development of one-click installer wrapper.
○ manual OS creation.
○ archiving Software and construction of software database.
○ construction of manufacturer driver database.

● Maintenance tasks.
○ expansion and maintenance of software database
○ expansion of OS choice.
○ Addition of drivers
○ maintenance of hosting architecture
○ addition of configuration options
○ addition of OS caching feature.(performance issue)

 
Required software:

● Ubuntu server (free)
● openStack Cloud platform (free)
● phpBB (free) - Forums 
● Filezilla (free) - ftp server
● AcetoneISO (free) - iso creation
● Windows automated installation kit (free) - for windows based os
● Unetbootin (free) - Linux installer
● DeployStudio (free) - osx install
● MySQL (free)- database
● Wordpress (free)- WebSite

 
External services:

● http://www.budgetmedia.ie - DVD Duplication and shipping.
● http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/ - Amazon Cloud computing.
● https://www.paypal.com/ie - Payment Gateway.

 
Top Priorities

● Our initial concerns will be creating some common configuration templates so that we 
can start selling them and automating the customization process.

● We will have to engage with small businesses to discover what types of configurations 
they need.

● Quality over Quantity. The quality of the products will be of a higher priority then the 
quantity of products that will be produced.

 
Measuring the results of processes:
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● We will test our OSs on per creation basis. Each new configuration will have to be tested
● Testing will involve deployment to both virtual and physical test cluster to ensure 

successful image creation.
● Customer feedback

 
 
 


